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  Abstract  

This thesis deals with time and personal crisis. I research and portray how people with 

experience of personal crisis relates to time. I explore what notions and experiences of time 

emerges from the experience of crisis. What the crisis of this research involves is death, loss, 

and separation. By looking at crisis as the catalyst for an altered perception of time, this thesis 

aims to nuance the intricate layered-ness of personal crisis situations. Furthermore, how time 

is related to once the perception have been altered. The methods used during the fieldwork 

were mainly interviews as well as informal conversations and deep hanging out. By analyzing 

the ethnographic stories introduced in the thesis through the theoretical lens of anthropology 

of religion, anthropology of migration and concepts of contracted and extended present as 

well as anticipatory grief, I present a nuanced and scientifically anchored view of what the 

relation to time entails for people with experience of crisis. I argue that people with the 

experience of crisis seemingly relate to time as a temporal space made up of cycles of one 

loss to another. I furthermore suggest that they experience time as a continuous flow of loss 

and connections. Lastly, I highlight their notion of time as equal to existence. Crisis as I have 

portrayed in this thesis is an upheaving of the temporal rhythm of existing with your loved 

ones. A plead of wanting to exist. Equally a plead that the ones they lost or are about to 

lose should exist with them. 
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  Part One  

Introduction 

Sometimes the hardest part is knowing that we will never have enough time with each other  

                                             it will always be too soon to lose you 

                                                              - Unknown -  

Time is a complex concept. We speak of it as something there is plenty of, or none at all. We 

speak of time as something we saved, or something we lost. We put trust in it, that time will 

tell and that our time will come. In life, time becomes of essence when disruption occurs, 

upheaving its rhythm. Whenever we speak of time there are notions attached to it. It may be 

the distress of lost time, the anticipation or hope of better times to come. This thesis deals 

with time and people in personal crisis. The very time that I speak of in these manners is 

distinctive from the time we carry around our wrist. This disjuncture between experienced 

time and clock time is explained by the French philosopher Henri Bergson (Bergson 1988). 

He says that time as experienced by the human consciousness is marked as a period in time 

(ibid). As so, the central distinction is made between quantitative and qualitative orderings of 

time, placing movement as the central component in time experience as it attests both 

mechanical as well as mental forms of direction (ibid) That time is “going somewhere” both 

mentally and physically. Experienced time, (or social time as Bergson calls it) according to 

Bergson is not to be equated with the tick and tock of measurable time units but rather to be 

seen and understood as a dimension of the experience of social life (Bergson 1988; 1913). 

What Bergson (1988) refers to as social time, explained as the lived experience and the very 

own perception, understanding and experience of time in opposition to clock time, is the kind 

of time that I refer to.  

As said, this thesis deals with time and people in personal crisis. What their crisis involves is 

death, loss, and separation. Before continuing on, I want to declare my use of the term crisis 

and what it entails in this thesis. Crisis can refer to several states, both as collective (such as 

political, economic, and environmental crisis) and individual (Roitman 2014). In this thesis I 

refer to the individual crisis, or what commonly is mentioned as a personal crisis. Whenever I 

use the word crisis, this is the kind of crisis that I refer to. Exception is made when crisis is 

discussed in the literary review and theoretical framework as these portray a variety of both 

collective and individual crisis.  
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Anthropologists have thought of and looked at crisis as transitions (Turner 1964; Turner 

1969,) and as ruptures (Turner 2010, Fortun 2001, Visacovsky 2017). A lot of the literature on 

time and crisis as rupture is mainly to be found within migration studies (Khosravi 2009, 

2014; Griffith 2024; El-Shaarawi 2015; Ramsay 2019). These studies are primarily research 

of crisis in relation to larger society. I am interested in crisis in relation to the individual. In 

crisis, people’s perception of time becomes of essence because it is made aware of in a sence 

that it was not necessarily thought of before (Bryant 2016). A crisis arises when a rupture or 

discontinuity has occurred. Time, then, is perceived as different than before (ibid). The course 

and the order of events assumed as normal are now altered. Crisis is a disaster that breaks the 

temporal continuity, meaning that the current time can become perceived as frozen, stagnant, 

or moving too fast (Visacovsky 2017). Crises are liminal moments in which a given order 

breaks down (ibid). What was once considered desired or normal is dissolved, affected by 

imbalance or a decomposition that yearns by the inflicted to be restored (ibid). Put differently, 

it is the individuals established order that collapses and becomes substituted by another reality 

than what was before (ibid). Anthropologists say that explorations of peoples realities call for 

the willingness to be open to incoherent and incomprehensible phenomena (Beck & Knecht 

2016). A personal crisis could be such phenomena. Crisis, then, is in some senses inherently 

well‐suited to producing ethnographic knowledge of time (ibid). Despite its tragedy, situations 

of crisis tends to provide a fruitful entry into more profound anthropological analyses of 

peoples relationship to change and transformation (Beck & Knecht 2016: 61 – 62). Relatively 

little is known about the human dynamics of crises, partially so due to the difficulties to plan 

research on them (ibid). While crisis situations as mentioned cause great distress for those 

affected, they do offer the unique opportunity to study society and people (Salazar 2020).  

With this said, I am anchoring the relevance of this research in above statement and with 

Christos Panagiotopoulos (2019) suggestion that there are anthropological possibilities of 

engaging time as an object of research. In proposing a reassessment of time beyond the 

common notion of its assumed abstract linear progression, Panagiotopoulos urge the 

exploration of the intricacies arising from different experiential and social considerations of 

temporality (Panagiotopoulos 2019). The negotiation, organization, experience, and 

perception of time is embedded within social contexts (ibid). This opens up for a creative 

space in all sorts of anthropological work to engage with time as an ever- present entity (ibid). 

Panagiotopoulos (2019) stresses that whether anthropologists are focusing on health, 

immigration, infrastructure, education, or work, etc. time with its social organization and 
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multiple ways it can be arranged and ordered, are always present. In focusing on time as an 

experiential technique of the self and a mode of being, a blind spot is pointed out within 

contemporary anthropology (ibid). As anthropologists we often describe and consider how 

people act, react and what they do, but the question is what space it leaves in anthropological 

workings for considering more invisible things, such as personal crisis that silently but so 

frequently inhabit our lives (ibid). By taking a step back and scaling down from the grand 

societal inquiries of anthropological research on crisis and engaging with these personal 

processual moments, is on the one hand not only critical for contemporary anthropology but 

could on the other hand offer a possibility to add more nuances to the palette of the 

anthropological spectrum (Panagiotopoulos 2019). In this thesis I explore people’s perception 

of and relationship to time who are in the midst of a crisis or have experience of crisis. It is 

this perception of and relation to time that I am interested to understand. How do people 

navigate time in their new reality when crisis has happened upon them? Furthermore, this 

thesis is situated in anthropology dealing with time, and to an extent the anthropology dealing 

with crisis. Crisis in this thesis is the entrance to build on the growing anthropological 

understanding of peoples relationship to time. It contributes to an anthropological 

understanding of time in a context of personal crisis.  

Aim and Research Questions  

The purpose of this thesis is to explore and understand how people in or with experience of 

crisis relate to time. I aim to understand what notions and experiences of time emerge with the 

experience of crisis. Specifically, I strive to provide not only a nuanced view of the 

relationship to, experience, and perception of time, but also a nuanced view on their everyday 

lives that are characterized by the uncertainty of how situations will unfold, and of other 

anticipated and experienced ruptures and losses. I pose the following questions in relation to 

my research in order to explore and attain an understanding of above issues:    

- How do people with experience of crisis relate to time?  

- What notions and experiences of time emerges with the experience of crisis?  

With these relatively broad questions in mind, I intend to explore time in the intricate layered-

ness of personal crisis situations. The point of writing about people in or with experience of 

crisis is as previously mentioned a possibility to add more nuances to the palette of the 

anthropological spectrum (Panagiotopoulos 2019). Furthermore, my research contributes to 

the current gap of the relatively little existing knowledge about the human dynamics of crisis. 
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Lastly, writing about people in crisis is also a possibility to draw attention to and disentangle 

how people with experience of crisis live their lives with an altered awareness of time.  

 

   Organization of the Thesis 

The disposition of this thesis is organized into three parts. Part one contains an Introduction, 

Aim and Research questions, Introduction to the field and Background, Methodology, 

Previous research as well as Theoretical framework and concepts. I have divided part one 

into sections. In section one I introduce the thesis with a poem, followed by a presentation of 

the thesis theme, its aim and research questions to be answered. It then follows to section two 

which contains the introduction to the field and background where I present an overview of 

the field and disclose the background to the upcoming of this thesis. Section three presents 

the methodological considerations connected to my field and my position within it. Section 

four displays an overview of previous research of time and crisis, and section five is where I 

present the theoretical framework and concepts that assisted the discussion and analysis of 

my empirical data.  

Part two consists of four ethnographic chapters. To be noted is that the content of the various 

chapters are not strictly divided into separate themes. The ethnographic material of this thesis 

is intertwined and discusses both different and similar themes throughout each chapter. I 

employ theories and concepts onto these ethnographic examples and provide an analyzing 

discussion of the interlocutors discourse. With this said, to make the chapters more coherent 

for the reader, each chapter is a collection of ethnographic stories where the interlocutors 

mainly speak of and emphasize the same things. Furthermore, I have aimed to place the 

chapters in such order that the chapters builds on each other and invite the reader to an 

ethnographic storytelling from a beginning to an end. The chapters do not have any titles, but 

each chapter is introduced with a poem relating to its content. In chapter one I discuss what 

the notion of time previous to crisis and after crisis came to be. Chapter two emphasizes a 

discussion of waiting and the dilemma of simultaneously wanting to linger in the present in 

order to keep their memories, and wanting to reach the future as it will upheave the crisis. It 

also present the immense stress felt that time to live one’s life is lost. Chapter three mainly 

discusses fear of the future due to disconnect and anticipation of further losses. In chapter 

four I discuss time with its endings and beginnings, as well as existing in time. In part three I 

provide a concluding discussion where I tie together all the parts of the ethnographic 
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chapters, present my main argument, and answer the research questions. I end part three with 

suggestions for further research.  

 

Introduction to the field & background  

                              Initial Interest & Previously established relationships   

A general observation is that at some point in life there will occur an instance that seemingly 

makes one feel like time just stopped and crisis arrived. Then, time is to be perceived in a new 

light. An instance like that struck upon my life when I received the news of one of my parents 

cancer diagnosis. Ever since then it made me wonder how people relate to time, knowing 

what lies ahead. How is time perceived after instances of great loss? What will life be without 

a certain person in one’s life, after they depart from this realm? Within my circle of friends 

these experiences are already lived, as they have experienced crisis of losing a parent, or are 

about to lose their own life to disease. Being “made aware” of time due to crisis generates an 

anthropological opportunity to understand how people handle this temporal realm that they 

are faced upon. To be noted is that this is not an autoethnography, I have not used my own 

experiences as ethnographic material, but it has helped me in relation to my interlocutors. 

However, being transparent about my own experience is done with the intention to be 

attentive and reflexive about my position, and my potential biases. Also, being situated as I 

am, I became someone who can relate to the crisis of my interlocutors, and it therefore 

granted me entrance into the field of this specific research.  

    The field  

The fieldwork for this thesis was conducted in Stockholm. Not only the capital city of 

Sweden, but a familiar setting that is my hometown. The empirical data that is the main body 

of this paper was gathered from engagement with five women who share the common 

denominator of either finding themselves in the midst of a crisis or having experienced crisis 

previously in their lives. For most of them crisis has been life altering. As mentioned before, 

what their crisis involves is death, loss, and separation. Three of the women, whom I will 

refer to as Angelika, Ilse, and Cleo, have all been faced with the experience of losing their 

fathers. For Angelika and Ilse crisis struck during their teenage years as they lost their fathers 

to sudden death and suicide. For Cleo, crisis entered her life as a young adult when her father 

received a cancer diagnoses and later lost his life to the disease. One of the women, who I will 

refer to as Asta, is diagnosed with terminal cancer and is receiving palliative care. Lastly, the 
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woman I refer to as Beatrice, was in the midst of experiencing the crisis of a gnarly separation 

from her partner. Their relating but also diverse crisis provided a field where I could explore 

different perspectives and different temporal notions and how they relate to time.  

 

    Methodology  

The thesis is based on two months of ethnographic fieldwork at the end of 2022 and the 

beginning of 2023. This research focused on individuals either finding themselves in the 

midst of a crisis or had experienced a crisis previously in life. Throughout these months in the 

field, I gained insight into how time was related to and how time was perceived and 

experienced. I have conducted this research by primarily employing the methods of interviews 

and informal conversations intertwined with deep hanging out. As there has been nothing to 

observe per se, deep hanging out as a form of immersed participation where I as the 

anthropologist am present for longer informal sessions (Geertz 2000 [1973]) is more of an 

accurate description than saying that I utilized the method of participant observation. 

Furthermore, I employed the method of sensory ethnography (Pink 2015). Sensory 

ethnography allows interviews to be conducted as affective, social, and sensorial encounters 

(Pink 2015). These interview encounters should therefore be considered instances where the 

interviewee and the interviewer communicate as embodied (ibid). This entails that the 

anthropologist and the interlocutor together create a shared space allowing the possibility to 

attain an understanding of other people’s worlds through the process of talking (Pink 2015: 

75).  

 

During these two months of fieldwork, I participated in events and social activities of their 

everyday life, I took walks, went for a drive in the car, drank coffee, cooked, and had dinner 

together with them, all in the comfort of their own homes or in their neighborhood. In 

instances where a physical meeting was not possible the interview or conversation was 

conducted over the phone. I took thoughtful consideration and chose the way of interaction 

with the interlocutors with intent to protect their integrity and their distressed reactions that at 

times occurred. Choosing a closed off setting like their homes, rather than public settings was 

decided with the intent to protect their privacy and comfort, knowing that the subject we 

discussed and talked about could initiate emotional distress and reactions such as crying. 

Engaging in sensory ethnography like visiting places that hold memories of their late fathers, 

looking at photos together, or just speak of their memories, letting them share their diary 
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entrances during cancer treatment, or reminiscing of their lost partners did evoke emotional 

reactions, but the setting allowed them to engage freely in these emotions which generated 

data that I otherwise would not have received.  

 

 I mainly initiated interviews and conversations by asking the interlocutor to tell me of their 

situation, or their story. Even if their situations where previously known to me, this allowed 

my interlocutors a natural starting point of what they wanted to share with me. In order to 

avoid an overly formal method of interviewing, I let the interlocutors speak freely, asking 

them to talk about their situation or experience as they feel comfortable with. Thereafter I 

semi guided the interview with either pre-existing questions, or questions per their request for 

when they felt they “lost the thread”. Having a minor guide of questions was helpful, but 

letting the conversations run its course, having an approach of mainly listening and thereafter 

asking questions depending on what the interview generated, was the optimal method for 

these particular interviews and with these particular interlocutors. After ended interactions I 

would write down field notes on the subway on my way home, or right after an ended phone 

call. With the approval and consent of the participants, and when the moments allowed for it, 

interviews were recorded and later partially transcribed. But primarily throughout the 

fieldwork all conversations and interviews have been written from memory into my 

fieldnotes. I approached consent as an ongoing process, acquiring a verbal consent that was 

repeatedly verified at every interaction (Konopinski 2013). Consent was asked on record 

during recorded interviews. Throughout this thesis the names and descriptions of the 

interlocutors have been anonymized and exchanged with other names and descriptions of their 

appearance. I also want to note that the interlocutors have been treated with the same ethical 

care that any unknown participant would have been. Meaning that I did not cut any corners 

with ethical considerations such as anonymity of names and consent (Konopinski 2013). I 

have asked for consent to record conversations and been denied. I argue that the dynamic 

between me and the interlocutors allowed for them to comfortably say no. I did state my 

intentions with the research and provided them with information about consent as well as their 

rights to deny or withdraw their consent of their partaking in the study throughout the course 

of the fieldwork.  

Important to note is that this project and the access to the field and the interlocutors was 

possible due to the majority of them already being known to me. As already mentioned, I was 

situated in already established relationships with four out of five of my interlocutors. The 
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recruitment of interlocutors therefore unfolded in a sense that the field came to me instead of 

me seeking it out. Some of them have asked to be a part of my project with the will to share 

their experiences, and some of them I did request to partake in this research. The initially 

unknown participant was recruited with the assistance of a fellow student.  

Conducting research with already established relationships, while also being situated in a 

position of experience equal to the interlocutor’s situations makes it important to stress that 

the main influence and impact it had on the research was nothing but beneficial for the data to 

be collected. My pre- established relationships with the participants has influenced the 

research to the extent that I have been able to gather data that is personal, heartfelt, and 

transparent. I stress that I have been able to navigate my role as a researcher and friend by 

being in flux of both of these roles, without projecting any of my own experiences onto them. 

Anthropologists are advised to develop rapport with interlocutors during fieldwork (Glesne 

1989: 48). In traditional ethnographic research, rapport serves as is a trust‐building 

mechanism to establish a relationship with interlocutors so that they feel sufficiently 

comfortable to share information (ibid). Friendship is different from rapport and is debated to 

confound the researcher’s objectivity. The distinction between friendship and rapport in 

traditional ethnographic literature tended to warn against friendships in research because of 

the loss of objectivity (Glesne 1989: 49). However, feminist anthropology has aimed critique 

against the notion of detachment and objectivity. Instead, feminist anthropology advocate 

friendship relationships when conducting research. They do so with the argument that when 

researchers view research as collaborative, less they bother with the objectivity criterion and 

place concern with building personal relationships together with the people they are studying 

(Glesne 1989: 50). Reliance is based on empathy rather than objective detachment (ibid). In 

order to develop such relationships, it is stressed that the anthropologist must be reflexive and 

willing to honestly reveal or invest aspects of one’s own personal identity and experiences 

(ibid). Personal involvement thus is "the condition under which people come to know each 

other and to admit others into their lives" (ibid). The interlocutors have all been aware of my 

personal experience and this I argue is what granted me entrance do research on such 

vulnerable topic, I became someone relatable (apart from the already establishment 

relationships) than merely researcher. We should therefore, according to feminist 

anthropology actively cultivate such relationships when conducting research instead of trying 

to avoid them (ibid). Friendships therefore creates an opportunity for insights that would 

otherwise be unobtainable by a stranger or an outsider (Glesne 1989: 50). Another important 
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note to take into consideration is that the subject of this research have rarely been spoken of 

among me and the interlocutors that are known to me beforehand. Not to the extent that it has 

been discussed during this fieldwork. All of their experiences has been known to me, but the 

data provided for this research is new information, which entails that I do not have any 

previously established bias about their experiences. 

Previous Research 

Anthropologist have created a seemingly endless plethora of research on time. The literature 

on Anthropology of time is vast and entails a multifaceted body of work. It ranges from the 

earlier anthropological work of the familiar names like Bronislaw Malinowski (1927), 

Edward Evans-Pritchard (1940), Émile Durkheim (1915), Clifford Geertz (1973) and, 

Johannes Fabian (1983) to mention a few. These ethnographies have looked upon the human 

notion of time in cultures other than the western culture in a context of politics, agriculture, 

and rituals (Malinowski 1927; Evans-Pritchard 1940; Durkheim 1915; Geertz 1973) and also 

provided a critical gaze towards how anthropologist have placed their interlocutors in 

different temporalities than their own when conducting fieldwork (Fabian 1983). Time as a 

subject has been conceptualized and theorized by various anthropologist, debating on how 

humans navigate, experience and structure themselves with their notions of what time is (Gell 

1992; Munn 1992). Alfred Gell’s hypotheses developed from a scientific position on notions 

of time, providing a skepticism contrary to the approaches on time as a socially produced 

category (Gell 1992: 157). According to Gell, the idea of time within anthropology is 

surrounded by an exotified mysterious halo, one that he intends to eradicate with the argument 

that temporal experience is governed by a single logic, emphasizing that humans experience 

time in similar ways throughout diverse cultures (Gell 1992: 315). Nancy Munn presents the 

understanding of time as a notion to be understood as a symbolic process. Meaning that it is 

produced in humans daily practices, something that individuals construct on their own accord 

through specific relations generated among themselves. Hence, determination of temporal 

reference points such as almanacs or celestial bodies is made (Munn 1992: 104). Another 

example is provided by Carol J. Greenhouse (1996) who writes about time in A Moment's Notice 

as accountability and agency, meaning that institutions of politics and law use time as 

representations to form paradigms of institutional legitimacy. Greenhouse (1996) developed her 

theory through research of political and cultural crises, with the argument that cultural challenges 

are confronted by state power, hence temporal innovation is integral to improvisations of politics.  
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As said, the anthropological literature stems from the early works of anthropologists (among 

others) just mentioned. At the speed of globalization and anthropological studies of transnational 

phenomena, a body of literature on how humans navigate temporality at different places in the 

world emerged. It is mainly discussed and exemplified within transnational ethnographic 

research where anthropologist declare for humans various notions and relationships to time 

with concepts and actions that describes temporal dimensions within sociocultural phenomena 

(Dalsgaard & Nielsen 2016; Dalsgaard & Frederiksen 2016; Otto 2016, Picard 2011).  

Moving closer towards the literature relating to my research, several anthropologists have 

contributed with their research, set out to map the ways time is emotionally and reflectively 

experienced (Flaherty 2014). Stephen Jensen (2014) addresses the notion of broken time 

through the local Filipino concept of buryong, which can be translated as waiting for nothing, 

a form of insanity or even boredom. Jennifer Johnson-Hanks (2014) describes the 

normalization of waiting in an elongated interstitial pause and within a state where action is 

suspended. Jennifer asks how people create meaning during paramount life-course transitions. 

Her research entails a comparative look at experiences of persistent temporariness among 

educated young women in San Francisco, US and Yaoundé, Cameroon. Anne Line Dalsgaard 

(2014) presents the contemporary experiences of empty time. She does so through insecurity 

linked to a real or perceived lack of opportunities. Her fieldwork is conducted among young 

Brazilians, who attempt to distance themselves from an immediate social environment and 

current situation that devours dreams and hopes with the aim to conceive a future. In contrast 

to my research where crisis is the catalyst for understanding peoples notion of time, these 

writers research time through the perspective of youth.  

As stated, I am writing about time and crisis. Although crisis per se is not the central theme or 

subject to be explored in this thesis, its role as a catalyst for how time is perceived, demands 

at least a minor introduction to some of the anthropological literature on crisis. Firstly, I 

would like to offer an anthropological definition of crisis put together by various 

anthropologists. As mentioned previously, crisis can refer to several states, both as collective 

(such as political, economic, and environmental crisis) and individual (Roitman 2014). When 

crisis is discussed in the literary review and theoretical framework these portray a variety of 

both collective and individual crisis. Crisis is a disaster that breaks the temporal continuity, 

meaning that the current time become perceived as frozen, stagnant, or moving too fast 

(Visacovsky 2017).  Crises are liminal moments in which a given order breaks down, what 

was once considered desired or normal is dissolved, affected by imbalance or a decomposition 
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and has to be restored (Visacovsky 2017: 7) Put differently, it is the established order that 

collapses and becomes substituted by another (ibid). The variety of definitions of crisis have 

facilitated its popularity as a “travelling concept” (Beck & Knecht 2016). Anthropologists 

perceive crisis not solely as unfortunate events, but as a transformative space where 

ethnographic knowledge can be generated (Roitman 2014). Crisis is considered to be 

constituted as an object of knowledge, an observation that produces meaning (Roitman 2014: 

82; Beck & Knecht 2016: 59). Stefan Beck and Michi Knecht (2016) argue that a theoretically 

sound and concise concept of crisis is not part of the disciplines elementary vocabulary. 

Relevant anthropological handbooks, encyclopedias, and dictionaries, as well as introductory 

works do not grant crisis a key position in discussions, neither in current debates, nor in the 

history of the discipline (ibid). Routledge Encyclopedia of Social and Cultural Anthropology 

and Key Concepts of Social and Cultural Anthropology, both popular reference books, do not 

have “crisis” as an independent entry (ibid). Knecht and Beck (2016) mean that anthropology 

has yet to do an empirically grounded theoretical analysis of crisis that differentiates crisis 

from disaster, decline, catastrophe, conflict and present a nuanced exploration of the 

dynamics, dimensions, and progression of crises. Thus, with this said, it is acknowledged that 

anthropologists have explored the survival strategies practiced by different people in times of 

shortage or disaster and that anthropologists have conducted detailed studies of individual and 

collective expressions of increasing uncertainty, perplexity, or desperation (Beck & Knecht 

2016: 1). Recently, anthropology contributed importantly and widely to qualitative empirical 

research on man-made and natural disasters, security management, risk perception, 

humanitarian interventions, and global medical problems (Beck & Knecht 2016: 57). 

Another anthropologist that calls attention to the little made academic analysis of the concept 

crisis itself, is Janet Roitman. In her book Anti-Crisis, Roitman (2014) asks why we declare 

so many crises and furthermore asks what sort of analytical work is enabled by the concept of 

crisis. Crisis is claimed, but Roitman argues that it is never itself explained, because it is 

reduced to other elements, such as culture, capitalism, politics, economy, neoliberalism, 

subjectivity, finance etcetera (ibid). In that sense, crisis is not a condition to be observed, 

instead it rather is an observation that produces meaning - more precisely, it becomes a 

distinction that secures “a world” for observation (ibid). In When Time Freezes: Socio-

Anthropological Research on Social Crises Sergio Eduardo Visacovsky (2017) presents an 

overview of how the discipline of anthropology have made relevant, anti-normative and 

unique contributions to the studies of crisis. Visacovsky’s (2017) intention is to show how 
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anthropology has made an original and significant contribution to the research of crisis 

situations, highlighting their focus on the particular ways through which people give meaning, 

act, perceive and categorize in critical social conditions (ibid). Furthermore, Visacovsky 

(2017) discusses and portrays how anthropology has addressed crisis situations, providing an 

overview of the disciplinary concerns and main approaches, how anthropologists throughout 

time have provided significant information on how social groups attempt to cope with critical 

situations in everyday life resorting to different forms of political action, cooperation, and 

various strategies. These studies places their focus on crisis in relation to groups of people or 

society as a whole. In contrast, my research focuses on crisis in relation to the individual.   

Having provided a minor generalized review of the anthropology of time and of crisis, I now 

turn to the literature written that deals with time and crisis intertwined, more in line with my 

own research. I look at crisis as the catalyst for an awareness of ones perception of time, and 

how crisis generates a new way for how people relate to temporalities. More specifically I 

look at the individual, personal crisis, and crisis as rupture. As I have presented, 

anthropologists look at crisis in different ways, both as transformations and as ruptures. The 

literature that portrays the interaction of time and crisis as ruptures are mainly to be found 

within anthropology of migration. Within this body of literature, anthropologists present 

concepts like waiting, displacement, uncertainty, and anticipation as all being parts of crisis. 

In general, the flourishing anthropological literature on migration develops and offers an 

abundant selection of diverse temporal perspectives, primarily different forms of waiting 

(Khosravi 2009; Griffith 2024; El-Shaarawi 2015; Ramsay 2019).  

In anthropological analysis a recent focus has emerged upon the temporality of displacement. 

It too, offers temporal aspects and a great body of literature of uncertainty in relation to time. 

Katarzyna Grabska (2006) and Cindy Horst (2008) discuss uncertainty as profound 

unpredictability about the future and a fundamental lack of knowledge of one’s situation, 

meaning that protracted uncertainty is a result of being in between both a spatial and temporal 

sense (Grabska 2006; Grabska 2008; Horst 2006). Melanie Griffiths (2014) approaches time 

as a social phenomenon in her research among asylum seekers and immigration detainees, 

offering a temporal and emotional perception of displacement (Griffiths 2014). Uncertainty is 

further discussed from a phenomenological perspective by Nadia El – Shaarawi (2015) who 

within a context of displacement stresses the importance of the lived experience. The 

phenomenology (the lived experience) of uncertainty in Shaarawi’s research refers to the 

migrants and refugees instability and uncertain future (El-Shaarawi 2015). Lived experience 
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is an important matter due to the effects caused by instability. El-Shaarawi (2015) argues that 

uncertainty not only reorders individuals experience of time and space while in exile, but it 

also alters expectations of the future and how they experience their very course of life (El-

Shaarawi 2015: 46).  

Searching through the terrain of literature on time and crisis, a rather interesting avenue 

emerged for exploring diverse modalities of perceptions of time. However, it is mainly to be 

found and offered outside of anthropology, within the literature of philosophy, sociology as 

well as the studies of Christianity (Schweizer 2008; Bissell 2007; Bissell 2009; Agamben 

2005). Anthropologist Joel Robbins (2001) conduct research among Western fundamental 

Christians and The Urapmin people of Papua New Guinea living their everyday lives with the 

notion of the coming apocalypse that will end this world, and the notion of millenarianism. 

Millenarianism stems from the idea that time not only have a beginning, but an ending, and 

may after an ending start anew (Robbins 2001). Robbins describes everyday millenarianism 

with the intent to theorize the ability to serve as an enduring and meaningful framework for 

social life, while knowing that rupture will occur at any time (ibid). He does so despite the 

argument among social scientists that the temporal notion of millenarianism is an irresolvable 

contradiction that follows by telling people both to invest in this world, but simultaneously 

expect and ending of this world at any moment (Robbins 2001: 530). The social scientific 

perception of contradiction derives, Robbins argues, from an inability to comprehend the 

model of time that characterizes everyday millenarianism, stressing that this model has not 

been awarded sufficient attention in the anthropological literature (ibid). Robbins concludes 

that millenarianism invites a consideration of the relationship between people's models of 

time and their social experience (2001: 527).  

Continuing on crisis as a rupture, Simon Turner (2010) writes about how involuntary abrupt, 

radical changes and catastrophic events are experienced by humans and how social 

imaginations and social relations must have changed as well due to these events. Turner 

(2010) stresses that it is essential to create new theories and new stories in order to explain 

what happened to humans struck by events of such character and how they navigate within it. 

In other words, Turner emphasizes the human need for new orders as a counterweight to the 

disruption and breakdown of known previously known orders (Turner 2010:5). Claudio 

Lomnitz-Adler (2003) writes about how people undergoing the time of crisis are unable to 

fathom when or how it will end but are thus able to still imagine possible outcomes; and in 
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doing so, Lomnitz-Adler argues that they forge their possible scenarios of solutions and of 

action.  

Previously mentioned Sergio Eduardo Visacovsky (2017) furthermore discusses that 

anthropologists have carried out studies of importance on how people experience time in 

crisis, how they produce plausible images of future crisis and give meaning to crisis situations 

when time appears to be “frozen” (ibid). Studies of transitions and ruptures have fundamental 

implications for conceptualizing times of crisis (ibid). There, a crisis refers to a discontinuity: 

something occurs and puts an end to what existed so far (ibid). Visacovsky (2011) declares 

that it refers to a disruption of temporary character in which the future is no longer perceived 

as the predictable result of the continuous flow between past and present, it becomes an 

instance where time is perceived as stagnant: “something is no longer what it used to be, but it 

has not yet become what it is meant to be” (Visacovsky 2011).  

Crisis and time is further discussed by Kim Fortun (2001). Fortun discusses how crisis events 

are not to be perceived as isolated events of a certain time, or to a certain place. Situating her 

research on the great disaster in Bhopal, India Fortun portrays how the crisis event becomes a 

transnational process of law making, politics, activism, cultural changes of gender structures 

that continues into the future (ibid). Henrik Vigh (2008) writes about crisis as a chronic 

temporal state. He examines the experiential and social consequences of chronic crisis and 

investigates how it furthers and challenges our anthropological analytic apparatus (Vigh 

2008). Vigh explains that crisis is commonly conceived as an isolated period in time in which 

our lives are shattered (ibid). Crisis is an instance that entails loss of balance in life and the 

inability to control the exterior forces influencing our choices and possibilities (ibid). The 

phenomenon is perceived as a momentary malformation in the flow of things, a temporary 

disorder (Vigh 2008). Yet, Vigh discusses that for a large amount of people around the world 

crisis is ongoing throughout time, meaning that in this context crisis is endemic rather than 

episodic and therefore cannot be described as a period of resolute change or a deviant moment 

of chaos (ibid). Rebecca Bryant (2016) posits that peoples understanding of crisis as existing 

in a different sort of time is in need to be taken into consideration for what it tells us about 

social perceptions of temporality. Anchoring her research in Cyprus, Bryant explores what 

temporal features may be identified that enacts interlocutors to see certain periods as 

“times of crisis” (ibid). In particular, Bryant propose a notion that she calls the uncanny 

present, referring to a particular sense of present-ness produced by futures that cannot be 
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anticipated (ibid). Crisis, she claims, becomes uncanny because it brings the present into 

consciousness, creating a perception of or an awareness of present-ness that normally is not 

thought of (Bryant 2016). My research relate to the literature presented about time and crisis 

in the sense that the concepts and findings they discuss, are visible within my research too. 

However, in contrast to the anthropological research of time and crisis presented above, my 

research, again, is placed solely in relation to the individual experience rather than in relation 

to larger society and collectives.  

 

      Theoretical framework & Concepts  

In this thesis, I take inspiration from the literature of anthropology of migration and 

anthropology of religion to explore its connection with the experience of crisis and the 

perception of time. In order to get closer to an understanding of how people relate to and 

perceive time after it has been altered by crisis, furthermore how they now experience and 

navigate time, I have employed theoretical approaches and concepts that together, and by 

themselves shine light on and contextualize the ambiguous state that my interlocutors find 

themselves in. The presented concepts and theories were chosen because through them I have 

been able to analyze the experience and relationship to time in crisis. In the following part, I 

present the concepts and theoretical approaches separately and explain how they assist the 

discussion in this thesis.  

I have adopted Natashe Lemos Dekker’s (2022) theoretical approach of Anticipatory grief to 

discuss the awaited losses that my interlocutors talked about. The phrase anticipatory grief 

entails the phenomenon of grieving an awaited loss. Essential to an understanding of 

anticipatory grief is that the awaited loss regards a person that still is alive, meaning the 

grieving person continues to engage with the person whom they will lose (Lemos Dekkers 

2022). However, Lemos Dekker (2022), who addresses the experience of anticipatory grief 

among family members of people with dementia, pushes the concept of anticipatory grief 

beyond its limitation to the end of life or illness, meaning that it can be experienced in relation 

to other anticipated and experienced losses and ruptures (ibid). She continues with the 

argument that anticipatory grief is relational and temporal due to it encompassing both future 

and present losses, involving a continuum of negotiation between relationships and awaited 

losses (ibid) Anticipation can be understood as a temporal orientation that draws the future 

into the present and is grounded in peoples lived experiences (ibid). Anticipatory grief, then, 
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is to grieve a loss that is still to occur; to already prepare it, feel it, and act upon it. 

Simultaneously, these expected losses are folded into the experience of losses that have 

happened already (Lemos Dekker 2022: 14). It is with a standpoint from this approach that I 

employ the concept. In relation to my thesis, it is applied to the discussion of an anticipated 

future that entails an individual’s own death, the definite separation from a lover and 

forgetting memories of a deceased loved one. Although the concept entails the emotional 

aspect of grief - mourning or grief per se are not highlighted in this thesis as a subject of 

research in its own. Instead, I project the concept of anticipatory grief as a theoretical 

approach to enhance the perception of time in crisis. Anticipatory grief, then, assist the 

understanding of why the future is deemed as fearful for people in or with experience of 

crisis. The grief and mourning that my interlocutors speak of is a display of what emotions are 

intertwined in these notions, again, without putting emphasis on grief per se as subject for 

research.  

I employ Joel Robbins (2001) literature on fundamental Christians and millenarianism. I tend 

to the part of the literature that handles the perception of time ending and beginning. Having 

already presented Robbins in the previous research, this section will repeat some of what is 

said to explain the theoretical relevance for my thesis. Unlike the western secular notion of 

time, the religious notion of time, in this context referred to as millenarianism is based on an 

idea of time as something that not solely begins and ends. But something that begins, ends, 

and then may begin again (Robbins 2001). This stems from the notion of an afterlife. Joel 

Robbins describe everyday millenarianism with the intent to theorize its ability to serve as an 

enduring and meaningful framework for social life when living with the knowledge of a 

doomsday (Robbins 2001). He does so despite the argument among social scientists that the 

temporal notion of millenarianism is an irresolvable contradiction that follows by telling 

people both to invest in this world, but simultaneously expect and ending of this world at any 

moment (ibid). The life of Urapmin and fundamentalist Christians is marked by 

millenarianism that impose attentiveness to the coming apocalypse, as well as attentiveness on 

what they refer to as 'the things of this ground' (Robbins 2001). This entails to cultivate and 

attend to one’s life, even if an ending awaits. These periods of heightened millenarianism 

Robbins argue push the apocalyptic notion to the forefront, although, concerns and the stress 

it generates is nothing new- the religious believers live with them every day (Robbins 2001). 

In this thesis, I utilize Robbins concept and literature in two different ways. The literature of 

Robbins and the millenarianism concept of time assist and at times intertwines with the 
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discussion of anticipatory grief as mentioned above. I employ the concept to sustain the 

interlocutors notion of when a time ends, a new time takes over, at events like birthdays and 

the celebration of a new year. These events become markers of time that are fundamental to 

how time is related to. The literature provided by Robbins (2001) furthermore assist the 

discussion of attending to one’s life while there is an ending and loss looming in the future. I 

argue that the temporal notion of millenarianism can assist an understanding of living with the 

knowledge that one’s life will end and what kind of relationship with time that forms. 

I also turn to Hartmut Rosas (2015) theoretical approach and concept contracted present. The 

German sociologist and political scientist Hartmut Rosa has researched and written about the 

acceleration of social change of human life and society, meaning that due to the increasing 

rate of social changes in our society, the timespan of the present is shortened (Rosa 2015). 

Rosa (2015) says that the present can be defined as a time period of stability, meaning that the 

horizons of expectations and the space of experience are unchanged and therefore considered 

consistent. Is it within such time periods where conclusions about the present and the future 

can be drawn from previous experiences because expectations find a certain measure of 

security (ibid). In other words, it allows an individual to understand their present and future 

with their past. Contracted present, then, is to be defined as the increasing rate of expectations 

and experiences falling apart, a result of the present being contracted (Rosa 2015). I employ 

Rosas concept to enhance an understanding of the temporal perception of my interlocutors. I 

push Rosas argument beyond the societal social change to the individuals social change, 

meaning the crisis. I do so in order to assist the discussion of how the interlocutors navigate 

their understanding of their present and future without any help from their past.  

With a standpoint and inspiration taken from Hartmut Rosas theory, I play on his concept of 

contracted present and extend his typology to a theoretical concept of my own that I will refer 

to as an extended present. The concept of extended present refers to a state of being, a 

temporal space. It is derived from the dichotomous will that I saw among my interlocutors to 

slow down and accelerate their time simultaneously. It entails on the one hand to extend one’s 

time in the present. Wanting to stay in the present, to extend ones time in the now stems from 

wanting to avoid a future that involves death, forgetfulness, endings, and separation. On the 

other hand, it entails that the crisis is ongoing, that it is extended into the present, causing a 

wish to reach the future from a longing for the crisis to upheave. This will be portrayed and 

discussed throughout this thesis in the ethnographic stories.  
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Furthermore, I also employ Anthropologist Ghassan Hage’s (2009) concepts of stuckedness 

and stuckedness in crisis to engage with in the discussion of how my interlocutors experience 

time and assist the discussion of them being stuck in time. A central theme that emerged 

among my interlocutors was waiting. Hage provides a theoretical tool for an insight of how 

waiting in crisis has an impact on the individuals sense of well-being. Hage theorizes and 

conceptualizes the very feeling of (im)mobility in life, arguing that a viable life presuppose a 

sense of “going somewhere”, a form of imaginary mobility. This sensation of imagined 

mobility is referred to by Hage as existential mobility, explaining that it is a type of 

felt/imagined movement (Hage 2009: 98). In turn, the sense of existential immobility is a 

concept referred to as stuckedness. Stuckedness is characterized by Hage in his research as 

immobility, uncertainty, and arbitrariness. Hage accords a central place to the notion of 

existential mobility as a way of creating an understanding of various forms of movement, 

meaning that it is pivotal that humans feel that they are moving somewhere in life (Hage 

2009). Just as there is an imaginary existential mobility, Hage furthermore argues that there is 

an imagined existential stuckedness. A stuckedness in this form is existential as it per se does 

not coincide with lack of social mobility i.e., a forced stuckedness from actual immobility, 

rather it refers to how one can be in a progressive life trajectory or within a job and climbing 

the social ladder at the workplace and yet still feel stuck in it. To be noted is the fact that 

social and existential mobility are not the same thing, even though they tend to coincide and 

are applicable to a variety of social situations (Hage 2009: 99).   

“Stuckedness in crisis’ is an elaboration of stuckedness. Hage (2009) examined the process 

whereby stuckedness in crisis is transformed into a test of endurance. Hage argues it to be the 

mode of confronting the crisis by one’s capacity to stick it out rather than calling for change 

(ibid). It entails the specific experience of waiting that is referred to in common language as 

“waiting it out” (Hage 2009: 97 – 98). In this sense, stuckedness can be perceived as 

something that has been normalized. Rather than being perceived as something one needs to 

get out of at any cost, it is now also experienced, ambivalently, as an inevitable pathological 

state which has to be endured (Hage 2009). Hage’s terminology of stuckedness marks an 

important insight of diverse forms of waiting. Hage in his own formulation says that; ‘Waiting 

out is a specific form of waiting where one is not waiting for something but rather waiting for 

something undesirable that will come or has to end” (Hage 2015: 41). I utilize this elaborated 

concept of stuckedness to assist the discussion of awaiting one’s death. 
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Lastly, I make use of Melanie Griffiths (2014) concept suspended time. Griffith identifies 

people’s experiences of temporal variation as a two diverse reflections (Griffith 2014) These 

diverse reflections refer to one, being the contradiction felt by individuals between different 

aspects of their own lives, and two the disjuncture between oneself and other people (ibid). 

Griffith contextualizes these reflections of temporal variation based on immigration detainees 

lived experiences of simultaneously being faced with endless waiting and imminent change, 

as well as refused asylum seekers feeling peripheral of mainstream society and normative 

time (Griffith 2014: 6). The concept of suspended time is derived from this temporal notion of 

firm categories and the experience of slow time and waiting (ibid). It entails that the 

experience of slow time and waiting can become a source of suffering in its own right, placing 

an individual in a sense of directionless stasis (ibid). Griffith explains that suspended time 

imposes feelings of no progression in life (Griffith 2014: 7). Being in a temporal suspension 

and waiting without a maximum time-limit becomes a timeless present, where one’s life feels 

suspended whilst the world and the people around continue forward (ibid). Temporal 

suspension can thus be considered a liminal space between firm categories where people are 

feeling stuck (Griffiths 2014: 8). In relation to my research Griffiths concept will assist the 

discussion of ruptured life trajectories, waiting and the notion of being in a temporal space 

where one’s own time and life is standing still, while other people’s time and life is moving 

forward.  
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                                   Part Two - Ethnographic Chapters  

              Chapter I  

                                 Hur leva enligt tideräkningen före och efter din död  

                                         Ett hjärta som har stannat har ingen tid   

                                                    - Bodil Malmsten - 

 

Asta. It is noon and the window to my right framing the open floorplan apartment is 

providing a dimmish cast of winter daylight. Asta, who recently stepped out of the shower is 

rummaging around the kitchen, serving fresh brewed tea and homemade cookies carefully 

placed in a tin with a Christmas pattern and chocolate unwrapped from its cover. She is 

wearing a loosely fitted beige shirt and her undried red hair has soaked its collar. I sit down at 

the kitchen table as I am listening to her presenting a variety of tea flavors that she has to 

offer. Asta is a soft-spoken woman with a gentle smile whom at the age of twenty-nine is 

diagnosed with terminal cancer. She will part from this world at an uncomprehensive young 

age. Every third month Asta visits the cancer ward at the hospital for meetings with her 

oncologist, having bloodwork and tests done that will declare the progression or the 

temporary stagnation of the disease. If the medication is hindering the cancer to grow, or if it 

has spread further. Time has come to be a profound part of Asta’s life. Being diagnosed with 

an uncurable disease, her perception of time is not what it used to be. Asta refills my teacup 

and insist that I eat more of the cookies. Her cat has made an appearance and now sits on the 

table, seemingly content with her placement near the warm tea kettle. Asta strokes the felines 

grey fur. The cat is a soft distraction in an otherwise heartfelt conversation about life and 

death. As I watch Asta interact with her cat I reflect upon how unnoticeable the disease is, as 

Asta does not portray the characteristic appearance associated with cancer. Her skin tone is 

warm, and the red hair that crown her head is beautifully textured and luscious. The only 

thing that gives away the cancer is the scar from the port-a-cath peeking out from the shirt 

collar as she moves around. But one would have to know what a scar like that stems from. I 

ask about her relationship to time and Asta answers that time has become something that she 

perceives as frightening. Time has morphed into something that it has never been before.  

As Hartmut Rosa (2015) says, peoples present is defined as a periodical space of expected 

stability and to a great measure, predictability, based on experiences of the past and their 
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unchanged character. A space where a certain measure of security about the future is allowed, 

given the feeling of what is, will be. Now, when rupture of this stability occurs, may it be in 

form of any unforeseen event, it clouds the horizon of future expectations, and the unchanged 

seemingly predictable characteristics of the past is instead severely altered (Rosa 2015: 77). 

For Asta, stability created by past experiences is no longer valid for her present state, nor her 

future. There is an interplay of a dichotomous uncertainty of her future – being in palliative 

care her future does entail a definite ending, but she is offered no certainty of when. She tells 

me that at her latest doctor’s appointment her oncologist talked about how well her 

medication has been working the past year. The doctor enthusiastically acknowledging that a 

full year is indeed a substantial amount of time. However, Asta did not share the doctors 

enthusiasm, explaining that a year might be a lot of time for someone who is not running out 

of it, but for her it is merely a drop in the ocean. Asta tells me about life before the diagnosis. 

She was the one saying yes to every event, having a high-level stamina for an active social 

life and role at her workplace. Her past experiences of living her life as she recognized it, is 

no longer valid and has become something unrecognizable. Within this altered life situation 

Asta talks about the change of characteristics within herself. Asta reaches for the cat and place 

its curled-up body on her lap, holding both her arms around it like a cocoon. She is telling me 

about how she is experiencing intrusive thoughts since she got sick. Thoughts of self-doubt. 

Thoughts of not knowing for how long she or her body will muster going through such 

aggressive treatments. Asta explains how these thoughts are reoccurring, it is something that 

has come to mind several times since being forced into a strange lifestyle that she by no 

means want to find herself in. “It’s so difficult, I mean with time, I just wish it was like before. 

That I could envision a future. It’s sick. One wants so much more, so much more, but of the 

well and the past, not of what I am currently in.”  

 

As explained, Asta receives palliative care, meaning that doctors aim to sustain her life for the 

longest time possible, but the cancer will not be cured. Asta stresses her awareness of how 

limited time is and how it has changed her notion about her everyday life. As of now Asta 

does not prioritize late night clubbing, parties, and other similar social events that she 

otherwise found very fun to attend. “I want to spend my time on other things. I want to do 

things that feel more grown up, you know? Because I want to make sure I have the time to 

experience it.” Asta tells me how she sense a need to accelerate her timeline in order to make 

time for things before her life ends. The trajectory of her life has to progress rapidly instead of 
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letting it naturally unfold. The disease automatically takes away time from Asta’s life, and the 

prognosis of how long the medication will sustain her life, is uncertain.  

  

I want so many more experiences, like marriage, a thing that has never been a cause of stress 

for me, my partner and I have lived for many years together and I don’t have a ring, but now I 

feel like I really want to get to do an event like that before time is running out. 

 

The interplay of the concepts contracted and extended present becomes visible in this 

material through story of Asta portrays of her experiences. As presented, contracted 

present is defined as the increasing rate of expectations and experiences falling apart, a 

result of the present being contracted due to an acceleration of social changes (Rosa 

2015). As I previously stated, I push Rosas argument beyond the societal social change to 

the individual’s social change. With the individuals social change, I refer to the changes 

of their lives that have occurred due to crisis. Asta experience a contracted present since 

being diagnosed with terminal cancer. The disease contracts her present to an extent that 

everything in her life is desired to move at a faster pace towards the future. 

Simultaneously there is an ongoing battle to sustain as much time as possible in the 

present. As Asta says, “I am buying my loved ones time. I do this for them, the treatment, 

and the new medications. I basically buy them time.” This is where I argue that Asta is 

also experiencing an extended present. The concept of extended present explains the 

dichotomous will to slow down and accelerate ones time simultaneously. Asta wishes to 

accelerate her trajectory of life due to her present being contracted, but at the same time 

she extends her present by receiving treatment in order to stay alive for the longest 

amount of time as possible for her loved ones.  

 

Ilse. Ilse’s apartment resides in a quiet neighborhood. We have decided to meet in her home 

over dinner. As I make my way the house entrance I am looking up to the third floor and see 

her peek through a window and wave at me. Ilse’s apartment is reminiscing of an artist studio. 

Paintings and pencils, yarn and sculptures decorates every corner of her home. The kitchen 

window that she waved from is covered in plants and a broken Christmas star made out of 

what seems to be something similar to cardboard is hanging above them. A tear in the 

ornament has gently been patched together with a light-yellow tape contrasting the white star. 

The rose color cabinets have a rustic look, and the wall is decorated with a dark wooden shelf 
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where handmade knits and tiny paintings surround it. An apple-cake cools down on the stove 

next to the tomato soup that slowly simmers and fills the apartment with an aroma of warm 

tomatoes, spices, apples, and cinnamon. We place ourselves on her large red leather couch to 

dine on the soup. Having the interview as a conversation over dinner provides a less serious 

atmosphere. Being in the comfort of her own home, the bodily reactions to the grief seeping 

through her as we talk will be sheltered within these walls.  

Ilse’s father parted from this world due to suicide, two days prior to new year’s eve thirteen 

years ago. His death caused an immense trauma within the family and Ilse has to the current 

date not been able to fully process the loss. “I cannot comprehend that thirteen years have 

passed, because for me it does not feel like that, I still feel like I experienced it yesterday.” 

Talking about her father, going through the details of his death Ilse starts crying. She lowers 

hers plate of apple cake and ice cream and holds it there for the rest of our conversation until 

the ice cream slowly melts. “They say that a near death experience creates a flashing of your 

life passing by, but with a death experience all future scenarios flashed before my eyes that he 

will not be a part of.”  

The crisis caused by her father’s passing has continued on for thirteen years and has 

completely altered Ilse’s perspective and notion of time. Ilse explains that she interprets her 

perspective and notion of time being different from others due to her father’s death. Meaning 

that when she tries to put in perspective how long of a time thirteen years actually is, she is 

trying to find other events in life to relate to instead of solely his death.  

It becomes easier to visually navigate if I think of events apart from the suicide. But at the 

same time, I feel like time has not passed at all. And that’s what I think is strange and how I 

experience time compared to others.  

She continues talking about how it is like learning how to drive a vehicle you have no 

experience of driving, without any manual, leaving it up to time to teach you how to do so. 

Ilse’s experience relates to Griffiths (2014) argument about peoples experiences of temporal 

variation as a two diverse reflections, whereas one being the contradiction felt by individuals 

between different aspects of their lives, and one as a disjuncture between people (Griffith 

2014). Ilse now interprets her temporal notions and perspectives to be different from others, 

due to losing her father. Griffiths argument becomes useful to nuance Ilse’s perception about 

life before and after crisis. The unforeseen rupture in life due to her father’s death caused a 

separation from “normative” time and thus created a lived experience that time, for her, is 
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moving differently than for others. Ilse continues telling me how she is desperate for a feeling 

of living a normal life, longing for what she describes as “being able to function”. A longing 

to engage in everything life has to offer even though the trauma resides, and triggers will be 

encountered.  

There will be triggers throughout. When it hits me how long time ago it is since it happened 

[…] and the triggers never ends. Then I know, ok, time wont heal this, but I have to navigate 

my reaction to it. It is not like it will ever end. It is a companion residing on my shoulder. I do 

not question why it sits there cause it always will.  

Ilse stresses that although this is now her perception of time, she does hold on to a slight 

glimmer of hope that it will be easier to navigate within life. Meaning that she is waiting for a 

feeling of time having less of a hold of her. “I feel like time has power over me.” She leans 

her body on the armrest of the couch, shrugging her shoulders in as if she surrenders to what 

she just said. When Ilse’s father passed in her young twenties it implemented a notion of not 

being able to experience life as an average twenty-year-old should. The grief and inability to 

cope with the loss has her mourning the lost time of her younger days. “I mourn that I never 

got to be young and foolish, living the life that I could have. I lost an immense amount of time 

that I will never be granted back”. Ilse stresses her awareness of time moving forward and the 

continued notion of losing time. She explains that unless she “wakes up and starts living”, she 

will continue to age without the sense of being present in her own life. “I am very aware of 

that If I don’t start living now, I will continue losing years of mine. The fact that I am 

continuously getting older and very aware of it brings me a lot of stress”.  

What Ilse speaks of is the imagined sensation of no longer being in what is considered a 

normal trajectory of life. Instead, her sense of time progressing as it did before her father’s 

suicide has become a temporal sensation of losing time due to being in a continued state of 

crisis since the day of his death. Ilse continues talking about the frightening feeling of 

proceeding into the future in a faster pace than she can comprehend; “I am afraid and stressed 

by the fact that I get pushed forward in time while I am trying to push back […]one is pushed 

forward without being ready, that’s how I feel.”  

This showcases another example of an extended present and an interplay of imagined 

sensations. What Ilse is experiencing is a continuum of crisis over time, which in turn acts as 

a catalyst for the imagined sensation of losing time. I use the word imagined sensation to 

theorize her state with reference to Ghassan Hage’s concept of imaginary existential 
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stuckedness (Hage 2009). A form of stuckedness that is existential, non-coinciding with 

forced stuckedness from actual immobility or absence of social mobility (ibid) It rather entails 

the notion of a progressive life trajectory but experiencing a stuckedness within it (Hage 

2009). The imagined existential stuckedness of Ilse’s temporal notion lies in the crisis that 

lingers over a significantly longtime span. This installs the notion of her expected life 

trajectory not progressing as it should. As presented before the extended present 

simultaneously entails that the crisis is ongoing. As long as the trauma of the crisis lingers, 

she is unable to have an existential mobility in her life that she perceives as no longer stucked.  

Cleo. A freckled woman with a dark bob haircut parks her blue vehicle, leans over to the 

passenger seat, and pushes the car door open. She enthusiastically waves and greets me as I 

seat myself next to her. The stereo is loudly playing tunes of R’n’B, and Cleo starts singing 

along as she drives out of the parking lot. For a minute I feel hesitant of the decision to talk 

while we are driving considering the topic we are about to discuss and the affect it caused 

other interlocutors with similar experience. But Cleo reassures me that driving when talking 

about her father is an excellent idea, “I’m relaxed while driving”.  

Cleo lost her father to cancer four years ago, causing an immense impact in her life since she 

and her father had a close bond. I ask Cleo how she coped and navigated during this time, 

from his passing until now. “Although time has passed, it is all there, it all remains” She 

answers that the initial state of shock stayed with her, materializing itself as the need for 

constant distraction. Cleo and her father had a close relationship and shared a strong bond. 

The time of her father’s initial diagnosis, throughout the anticipated loss and the time after his 

passing, left her with a present and future that was immensely difficult for her to exist within.  

 I did not know what life is like without a specific person […] it creates a lot of fear 

knowing you will lose someone so close to you […] It was hard to exist, because time did 

not exist when you don’t know anything, but you anticipate loss.  

We continue our drive to a playground residing south of the city. Cleo is sharing anecdotes 

about how her father used to take her here to play when she was a young child. We park the 

car nearby, close enough to have a good view of the playground and the wood-like setting 

surrounding it. I ask Cleo how she relates to time, considering the conversation we just had 

about not knowing what the future will be like without a person. Asking her what life is like 

without her father leads us to a discussion of whether time has the ability to heal one's trauma 

and crisis. Cleo sighs and she says, “My spontaneous thought is that yes, time will do that for 
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you if you are susceptible. If you dare to deal with the feelings and handle them. Then time is 

a natural remedy.” 

As we continue on the conversation Cleo tells me about her brother. She thumbs on the cars 

steering wheel and says that equal amount of time has passed for both her brother and her 

since their father died. She points out the difference of how they acted afterwards, telling me 

that her brother never dealt with his emotions. Instead, he coped with the grief turning to 

substance abuse, resulting in him being incarcerated. Cleo points out that if he had dealt with 

it (the emotions) he would not have ended up where he did. “So, time does differently, it 

depend on how recipient you are”. The inability Cleo talks about, how to navigate within her 

present or comprehend what her future would entail now that her father is not alive anymore, 

is caused by the crisis of her father ceasing to exist. Her fathers existence created a temporal 

stability, they planned for birthdays and holidays in advance because that is what have always 

been. Cleo’s father being a part of her past experiences therefore offered the sense of 

predictability for the future that Rosa (2015) discusses, however, it is no longer valid in the 

temporal space she exists in without him. Meaning that her past experiences offer no 

understandings of how to act and what to anticipate in her present, nor her future. 

What the notion of time previous to crisis and after crisis came to be is seen by the different 

ethnographic stories in this Chapter. Asta, Ilse and Cleo all speak of the difficulty to 

understand and navigate their present and their future because it is profoundly set apart from 

their past. Experiencing a continuum of crisis over time act as a catalyst for the imagined 

sensation of losing time. Crisis that lingers over a significantly long-time span furthermore 

installs the notion of an expected life trajectory not progressing as it should.  
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   Chapter II 

     Det tomma rummet framtiden 

          Allting som väntar oss 

         Som väntar på oss  

        -   Bodil Malmsten -  

Asta. Asta talks about the waiting. How everything in her life solely entails to wait. She 

speaks about the uncertainty of only being able to live three months a time since that is the 

span of knowing if the medication is still able to keep her alive. She describes it as a chronic 

state of waiting. That her life now revolves around waiting for appointments and waiting for 

her time to run out. The wait is seemingly an eternity, and every aspect of life now is just a 

continuum of endless uncertainty. “It’s a constant waiting, literally everything is about 

waiting. It even becomes a waiting for death and that is really strange.” Asta pauses after 

telling me that her life has become a strange situation of waiting to die at a young age. 

Moved by what she has just told me, I let us sit in the silence as I can see that she is thinking 

about something. I hesitate to ask. But I wonder what that kind of wait does to her. “Waiting 

to die? She looks at me and says that it is an immensely stressful feeling.   

I say that it is unbearable, but practically I have learned by now after a year how to navigate 

within it. But I feel like I have this constant inner stress because the waiting never ends. 

It is said that a sense of control over one’s time in an encounter of a social situation that is 

difficult to tame is important to acknowledge in relation to waiting (Schwartz 1975). It is said 

to be a distinction between waiting on and waiting for (ibid). This entails that waiting on is 

the decision of when to act and when to wait, hence this sort of waiting indexes agency (ibid). 

Waiting for however describes a situation as being still or stuck where one has little power to 

change the situation (Schwartz 1975). This leads to the wait that cannot be waited for. A 

certain wait that entails waiting as nothing less than an endurance of time that fades 

(Schweizer 2008) It aims to describe the experience of waiting endured during the anticipated 

loss of a dying spouse, a child, or a near loved one (Schweizer 2008: 121; Bissell 2009: 411). 

Asta is in the hands of time, unable to decide herself when to stop waiting. It resonates with 

Ghassan Hage’s (2009) argument of stuckedness in crisis. As previously presented Hage 

argues it to be the mode of confronting the crisis by one’s capacity to stick it out rather than 

calling for change (Hage 2009). It entails the specific experience of waiting that is referred to 

in common language as “waiting it out” (Hage 2009: 97 – 98). In this sense, stuckedness can 
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be perceived as something that has been normalized. Rather than being perceived as 

something one needs to get out of at any cost, it is now also experienced ambivalently as an 

inevitable pathological state which has to be endured (Hage 2009). It adheres to Astas 

situation in the sense that waiting is transforming her life into a test of endurance.   

Cleo. When Cleo’s father receives his cancer diagnosis, her world falls apart. Since the day 

when she answered the phone call with the message of his situation she describes how the 

shock came and did not leave. In her family several relatives have passed away due to cancer 

at an age when life would not naturally come to an end. She knows that the disease will 

consume her father’s life, too. The progress of the illness rapidly has him at a stage where he 

becomes terminal. It happens over the span of only thirty days. Cleo says that with her 

father’s decision to not receive any palliative care he loses strength and is within a short 

timespan put to bedrest. In bed is where he lays resting until he ends at her mother’s house. 

The memories of this time are frail, and Cleo says that they are not too many. She describes 

how being in such crisis made the months of January to April mainly a blank space. Albeit 

she remembers how her father was adamant about not receiving any medication or life 

supporting care. He was a firmly resolute that this is faith and what is meant for him. She says 

“It came to be waiting for my person to die. You just wait.” 

Cleo tells me about the day when her mother called, informing her that her father is 

deteriorating. There was an urgency. Cleo places emphasis on her mother’s words telling her 

that they needed her to come home. For thirteen days the family is gathered to wake upon her 

father. Cleo tells me she understands that her father is leaving this world when noticing a 

change of his breath. With the family all around him, Cleo’s father goes to infinite rest gently 

held in her arms. Upset with grief over her loss Cleo explains how the perception of time flew 

out the window. Time became an endless continuum with no beginnings, and no ends to her 

days. I ask what experiencing this kind of waiting was like. Cleo answers that as a concrete 

fact she knew that her father would die but in the midst of it she did not see an end to the 

waiting. Losing all sense of time Cleo describes the urge to feel control, wanting to know the 

beginning and the end but instead found herself in the midst of a temporal no man’s land. 

“Sure, there are indicators, that our time together is fading. I cannot do anything about it, all 

I can do is cherish what we have and the time that we have left together.” 

Acceptance is coming to Cleo with ease. She describes it as her “superpower”. With lightness 

in her voice, she tells me that she is not afraid of death per se, meaning that her time will 
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disappear, and she will end too. But the waiting for an end becomes fearful due to the inability 

to control the situation. Cleo continues to explain that neither does she feel stressed, nor does 

she fear death. But it is the uncertainty of remaining in time when her father is not, that is 

difficult to entertain.  

Cleo has accepted the loss of her father in a different manner than some of my other 

interlocutors. She surrendered to time’s movement and therefore perceives and experiences 

time as a healer - regardless of how conflicted she may be of not knowing how to navigate 

her future. She therefore does not live with the notion that she is losing time of her own 

life, even though she find it difficult to understand her present and future without her 

father. The experience of waiting is furthermore entangled with anticipatory grief (Lemos 

Dekkers 2022). It places focus on a moment that has not arrived yet, but which is knowingly 

going to occur.  The experience of waiting for what cannot be waited for as discussed 

previously, not only portrays itself with Astas situation who is awaiting her life to end, but it 

also portrayed by Cleo who experienced the crisis of anticipating and waiting for the death of 

her father.  

Beatrice. I am skipping down the stairs from the subway platform. The sun is coming in from 

the large windows sweeping around the entrance. I spot a blue beanie. That’s Beatrice. She is 

accompanied by a small dog with a well-trimmed soft and poofy coat of fur. These were the 

attributes I was told to look for in our initial texting. A blue beanie and a small fluffy dog. I 

reach the entrance and the dog immediately comes over to greet me. His name is Disco. We 

have decided to take a walk around a beautiful forest area. We are making our way to a gravel 

path surrounded by small colony gardens. The sun is warm. It’s early in the afternoon and the 

autumn light lays like a golden drape on weathering leaves and flowers. I ask Beatrice if she 

can tell me about her recent relationship. She explains the situation. Beatrice recently found 

herself breaking up with her partner of four years, leaving her in the midst of emotions that 

follows with such endings. The breakup was involuntary. However, Beatrice explains that it 

was impossible to continue with the on and off cycle they found themselves in on several 

occasions throughout the years. We continue our walk now surrounded by trees and a wood 

like setting. We are located at a popular walking area south of the southern side of Stockholm, 

a quiet place not far from the busyness of the central part of the city. Beatrice talks about the 

limbo of letting go and reaching out. As of now there is only silence between them. Although 

the relationship has been difficult and jaded by the on and off dynamic and uncertainty, 

Beatrice recognizes that having the relationship coming to an end might be for a better cause. 
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But losing someone you love while still wanting them is placing Beatrice in a state of constant 

waiting.  

 I am constantly waiting for him. Waiting for things to work out between us, waiting to not 

feel like this, and waiting for him to reach out to me again. I cannot shake the hope that he 

will reach out, or at least answer when I reach out to him. 

Reminiscing about her previous partner Beatrice lowers her head as emotions become 

overwhelming. The sadness causes her posture to collapse, and tears are streaming down her 

face. She talks about being aware of letting herself down. She is giving away her time 

anticipating either a definite ending to their love story and the grief that comes along with it, 

or waiting for a definite reunion that might actually last. But she also talks about letting him 

down if she puts an end to the waiting. Providing him with countless opportunities to do right 

by her, and a seemingly endless outpour of her time stems out of guilt. Perhaps one day he 

might actually come around, and what if she has given up on him by then? We speak of the 

future, about the possibility of meeting and dating someone new. Beatrice tells me that she 

has been on several of the dating apps. She waves her hands in front of her in a motion that 

signs that it just non-sense. She talks about feelings of hopelessness. Hopelessness of never 

finding someone other than her previous partner. Someone at all. Everyone else does but she 

does not. It is not happening for her and something in her is convinced that it will not happen 

for her, and she is not sure if she even wants to meet someone. There is still a hope in her that 

her lost love will return. What if he does and she have already moved on? Yet she feel like 

she is missing out.  

Being in a temporal suspension and waiting without a maximum time limit becomes a 

timeless present and none the less a source of suffering as Griffith explains it (Griffith 2014). 

Temporal suspension makes one’s life feel suspended whilst the world and the people around 

them continue forward (ibid). As presented previously the concept of temporal suspension is a 

liminal space between firm categories where people are stuck (Griffiths 2014: 8). What 

Beatrice finds herself in is the temporal suspension and the liminal space between what could 

be argued as the two firm categories that Griffith propose (Griffith: 2014). The first category 

being where she is in contact and engaging with her (previous) partner, and the second being 

the state where she is left unacknowledged by him. Now she lingers in a state between them, 

unable to go either back or forth.  
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Angelika. It is dark outside as the afternoon has just begun, and the few hours of winter 

daylight have faded. I light candles while waiting for Angelika’s incoming call. When the 

display lights up I tell Siri to accept the call and happily greet Angelika on the other line. An 

exchange of words about missing each other is ongoing for the initial minutes. I ask her to tell 

me about her father, and the day of his passing.  

Angelika’s father passed away by sudden death in the midst of her young, revolting teenage 

years. It is now fifteen years ago. Living at home at the time, they met during the morning and 

parted ways on their way to school and work. A day that in no sense could tell what was about 

to happen. But Angelika’s father did not come home that day. The time of his death happened 

two months after the school start of Angelika’s first high school years. Her fathers passing 

caused a conflict within her as she describes it. She tells me that she did not have it in her to 

grieve at the time. Angelika explains that her life had just begun, entering a new exciting time 

of life with new friends, and a new school. All in all, a completely new exiting future was 

unfolding for her simultaneously as her life fell apart. Quick to “live again” after her father’s 

death, Angelika frequently sought out company outside of her home. She tells me how she 

went out a lot, hanging out with friends, seeking new connections and belongings because it 

was too hard spending time at home without her father around. “It was hard being at home 

without him around, it felt like it (home) was broken.”  

Angelika’s voice has changed as we speak of her father. It is calm. She says words in a slow 

pace. I have heard her speak several times before, noticing that the tone is different now; it is 

vulnerable, and you can tell that reminiscing of her father acquires a softer delivery of words. 

“When he passed, I was not an emotional wreck lying in bed unable to get up. I did not want 

to be home, I wanted to avoid the thought of what had happened, I made sure I was 

occupied.” I ask her what time has been like without her father. Angelika reflects upon how 

there is both a positive and negative aspect of postponing processing the loss and not handling 

your grief. Becoming as occupied as she did, avoiding dealing with or processing the loss 

made it possible for her to bounce back to life quickly. But now, Angelika tells me that 

although several years and a lot of time has indeed passed, the feeling remains as if it 

happened yesterday. “It is an unreal feeling.” She tells me how she waits and longs for a 

“new time” which is wanting to reach a place in time where it all feels better. A place in time 

where there will be peace and stillness from everything that the crisis of losing her father 

entails. However, Angelika does not perceive time as a healer of wounds, but acknowledges 
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that for her, the weight of the experience of losing her father becomes easier to carry with 

time. You get adjusted to the pain and the heaviness. But the new time that awaits, she 

continues, comes with further losses. Angelika proceeds to talk about the immense stress of 

not being able to remember the sound of his voice, meaning that when time continue its 

motion it continuously diminish the memories of her father. Especially the memories of what 

his voice sounded like. Or as she tells me, “Time takes my memories.” Angelika says that her 

dad remains in one temporal space while she exists in another, and she becomes conflicted of 

wanting to reach a future where the impact of losing her father has subsided but is terrified 

that it also involves losing the memory of him.” My dad is in one time, and I am in another. I 

am terrified that time will make me forget. I am terrified how time makes me get used to being 

without him.” 

This chapter showcases how waiting was a prominent subject among all my interlocutors. 

Waiting, is a particular engagement with and in time. It is a temporal space where an 

individual, for a period of time (brief or extended) finds themself situated where what is 

anxiously anticipated or hoped for has yet to be actualized (Bandak and Janeja 2018). By 

focusing on waiting as a conceptual lens to examine time may assist an understanding of how 

humans relate to and navigate time within the experience of crisis. Or in the midst of one. 

Because how does one wait for the return of a lost lover, or wait for a loved one to die? How 

does one wait for their own life to end, to begin anew? As Griffith (2014) presented, waiting 

can be endured by people for what might be extensive periods of time and encompass a 

longing for the wait to come to an end. Griffith furthermore emphasizes that it becomes a 

dilemma in which individuals simultaneously fear and desire time slowing down and speeding 

up, meaning that there is simultaneous concern of never-ending stasis and sudden change 

(ibid). In turn, as seen among my interlocutors, this creates a profoundly uncertain and 

stressful notion of time, in which the threat of immediate disruption extends across often long 

stretches of time, sometimes indefinite (Griffith 2014: 15.) As seen in this chapter, this 

dilemma was often spoken of among my interlocutors, especially for Asta, Angelika and 

Beatrice. The dilemma that entailed on the one hand wanting to linger in the present in order 

to keep their memories. But on the other hand, the present state they find themselves in causes 

an immense stress that the time to live their lives is lost. This, again, is what I theorize as 

being the extended present. In these ethnographic stories they are experiencing a dilemma of 

wanting to stay in the present, where they perceive to still be connected to their lost loved 

ones or with their loved ones while simultaneously wanting to engage with the future because 
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that puts an end to the feelings of endless waiting, being stuck or suspended in time. It 

becomes a difficult dichotomy to navigate. 

Chapter III 

              En ny tid 

       Be syster om en ny tid  

           Be om ny tid 

           - Bodil Malmsten - 

Beatrice. Four months have passed, and autumn has now become winter when I meet 

Beatrice again. We have decided to conversate after work hours at her home. Her apartment is 

not far from the metro, and we make our way there together. Standing outside her entrance 

Beatrice laughingly warns me beforehand about the mess on the other side of the door as she 

turns the key. Last weekend’s party still lingers in empty bottles, drink glasses and half eaten 

pizza slices spread out in the living room of the apartment. We place ourselves on her couch 

and Beatrice rearranges little bowls holding candy on the table. During the time in between 

when we last met each other and now, Beatrice and her previous partner have been in contact 

a handful of times, and since left things to silence again. Beatrice is still waiting but the 

waiting is different now from then. Three months went on without any contact. “I waited all 

the time”. She chokes up when reminiscing of the state she was in when we initially met in 

the midst of the breakup.  

It was really hard on me because I wanted more time to say everything I needed to tell 

him, without being so terrified of him disappearing from my life if I spoke truthfully 

about my emotions, cause now he is gone anyway. 

Beatrice talks about the temporal stress of everyone else succeeding at their love lives. She 

tells me about the stressful feeling that there is no one for her. She is affected by her 

biological clock ticking towards a place in her life where the decision to have children or not 

will no longer be hers to make. She laughs and says that her previous partner owes her kids 

considering the amount of time he had her waste on him. Beatrice feels like she is stuck on 

her own while everyone else’s life trajectory is progressing. Waiting for him entails that her 

life in a sense becomes stagnant, not per se as her life progresses outside of her love life. But 

the love she have for him places her in stuckedness (Hage 2009), because still in it, her notion 

is that she did not leave him behind and therefore in a sense she is still with him. Beatrice tells 

me that she does not know what she is waiting for. Why she continues to hope for more time 
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with her previous partner. But she admits that the process of overcoming her feelings for him 

feels immensely long and difficult, therefore any attempt to stop waiting for him seemingly is 

too difficult to entertain. “I do feel like I am abandoning him if I move on, although once it is 

over, the process, I think it will be over and be a definitive end”. 

When thinking of our last conversation her eyes become shiny and the tears that are seeping 

out of her eyes are quickly wiped away. It pains her to think of her previous state. The anxiety 

she felt - that she might not get the time to say everything she wanted to him. That’s where 

her sadness is rooted. That there will not be more time. In Beatrice’s notion there is a limit of 

time, and the end of the relationship can be accepted if she walks away with the feeling of 

having done everything she could. That she utilized the time she was given in case she will 

not receive more time with him. Yet, the on and off cycle of loss and connection is so instilled 

in her that she admits that a part of her wishes that in the end, they will be together. Beatrice 

looks at me and says, “I guess time has told that him and I are not meant to be. It would have 

told otherwise by now. I am just not listening.”  

Something that emerged through the conversations I had with my interlocutors is that the 

future deems fearful, because the future entails further losses. As seen with Beatrice, she fears 

that the future entails an absolute end to her relationship, a loss of connection. Meaning that 

she rather hold on waiting for her lover to return, even it if inflicts notions of her life being 

stagnant and stucked. As Hage (2009) recognizes, it is pivotal that humans feels as that they 

are moving somewhere in life, Beatrice would rather endure her state within the crisis even at 

the cost of “wasting her time”. In the ethnographic stories to come in this and following 

chapter I will portray other examples of losses of connections, of losing time to live one’s life, 

and of memories eventually becoming lost with time.  

Angelika. Angelika’s voice becomes distressed when she talks about feeling a temporal stress 

from the lingering grief of her father’s death. Losing her father to sudden death impacted her 

life to an extent that she is utterly aware of how mortal humans are. That young people die. 

That time can end at any given unforeseen moment. The stress of this awareness Angelika 

explains is manifesting itself as fear of missing out, a notion of losing precious and valuable 

time. “I feel the stress of life slipping through my fingers. I have a constant feeling of time 

slipping through my fingers, we approach the end, life is just passing and that is stressful to 

know.” Angelika sighs on the other line of the phone telling me that the future is frightening 

and when looking back at her life she wonders if she will feel content with the life she lived. I 

can hear her putting dishes in the dishwasher, making high-pitch plunks when the porcelain 
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hits the machines interior. Angelika continues the conversation while tending to her house 

chores, telling me again about her constant awareness of humans mortality. Fearing that she 

too could go out of time at a young age. “I want to make sure I live before time is no more 

[…] Time is life.”  

For Angelika, time equals life. If it all ends once you die, the thought of ceasing to exist 

endlessly is too unbearable for her to entertain. As Robbins (2001) describe the religious 

belief of millenarianism, that an end to the world that is will come, Angelika lives her life 

with the notion of time ending like a looming apocalypse. However, Angelika does not 

perceive time continuing after it ends as the millenarianism notion of time does. Finding a 

way to navigate that unbearable thought, she stresses that she wish to make the most of the 

time she is given. But her perception and notions of time affects her so immensely that 

these thoughts are a part of her everyday life, allowing time to have power over her. She 

describes how she is in a race against time, how she is counting down and nothing 

becomes more stressful than the actual time itself.  

Nothing is more stressful for me than time. Time is running out, not like a clock that is 

ticking, that is ticking ahead - but as an hourglass where time is running out. 

Ilse. “The hardest part to talk about is my memories.” Ilse’s voice tremble. She tells me that 

she does not remember as much as she would like about her father, stressing that the worst 

part is that she does not have many photos of him. There are no photos of Ilse and her father 

together, “imagine not having any photography’s of ever existing together..”. Noticeably 

affected by our conversation Ilse excuses herself while she collects a ball of pink yarn from 

the corner of her apartment. Proceeding with our conversation Ilse squeezes the soft pink ball 

of yarn in her hand as a distraction. She tells me about the time she found an old recording on 

her grandmothers computer. Ilse’s father is speaking on this very recording. She proceeds to 

tell me how her father used to record sound-files for her grandmother, teaching her how to 

navigate the computer, “I found it a year after his passing. I traveled back in time hearing his 

voice.” Not having that specific recording in her possession any longer, or any of the 

recordings that her father created, there is no possibility for Ilse to hear his voice again, 

“people back then used video cameras to capture memories, but we never had that. And that 

computer was picked apart before I had the chance to go through it and save the files with his 

voice.” She tells me how she wishes she could hear him again, because she misses the sound 

of his voice so deeply, “there is no way to imagine what he sounds like on my own, I need to 

hear it.” There are fragments of memories, but they are all dimmish. That is the worst about 
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time, Ilse tells me, the further away you go without them, the more you forget. Not having the 

possibility to look at visual memories, Ilse compares it to as if he never existed at all.  

It’s so stressful to forget. I am aware of that I am only human, that the human mind is not 

perfect in its construction to preserve memories. Time fades memories or have them erased, 

and it really stresses me out. Being without a person for a longer period of time, you can’t 

create new memories of them or with them…you have what you have. 

The pink yarn that Ilse squeezed during the beginning of our conversation is now untangled 

and wired around her finger. Fiddling with the yarn Ilse tells me that if the scenario would 

have been different, would she have known that her father was about to part from this world, 

if there was a way that she could have prepared for it she would have preserved memories 

differently. But losing her father to something so unnoticeable as suicide, she tells me that it 

was impossible to know that he would not live anymore. She continues,  

What pains me the most of being forced to move on without someone into the future, is that 

I get further and further away from the time he was alive, and the memories disappear. 

That is the definition of why it is so hard that time just keeps moving on. 

Time becomes of essence once the perception of it is altered. For both Angelika and Ilse, their 

father’s passings have heightened their temporal awareness to an extent that it becomes an 

immensely stressful notion of the possibility that an ending of time could occur again at any 

given moment. That an ending of time will continue to happen throughout their lives as they 

continuously lose memories of their fathers. While also sensing that they lose time to live 

their lives. With this said, this chapter with the above ethnographic stories tell that 

anticipatory grief is by no means limited to illnesses or the anticipated ending of someone 

elses life (Lemos Dekker 2022). Reflecting on these events through the theoretical lens of 

Lemos Dekker (2022) as she says, reveals some of the workings of anticipatory grief, and 

may suggest how it develops in other circumstances (ibid). Lemos Dekkers suggest that grief 

can take place in relations to losses that are expected to unfold in the future, while it also take 

place in relation to losses that occurred in the past, as seen in this chapter (ibid). This may 

involve changes in relationships and selves, as well as the anticipated or ongoing grief for the 

loss of a person but it seemingly also involves the loss of oneself. Loss and connection are 

interwoven and continuously so. The ethnographic examples of Angelika, Beatrice, and Ilse 

portray how they are all navigating a temporal space of present and future where they place 

effort on maintaining a relationship to not only an individual, but to themselves and their own 

lives as well. All in the face of anticipating loss. What I argue is, that by sustaining 
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themselves in the present by waiting, there is a notion that perhaps more time will be 

provided. More time to hold on to memories, another chance to reconnect with a lost lover, or 

time to live one’s life. The future then, is deemed fearful because it unavoidably involves 

further loss.  

 Chapter IV  

        Kärlek, under alla ting 

        Finnas, å sen försvinna 

        Lämna, och att lämnas 

                                                          - Sara Parkman -  

Ilse. Ilse declares that time forces her to enter a new temporal dimension at every new year’s 

eve and leave her father behind. Because a new year is a new time, with new numbers. It is a 

definitive end to something that is. With every new year coming Ilse feel like time is 

removing her further and further away from a dimension she once shared with her father. She 

describes new year’s eve like a portal, referring to the notion of once you cross the line of 

something new you can never go back. It all feels very definite for her. As mentioned 

previously, Ilse’s father lost his life to suicide a few days before new year’s eve. The immense 

tragedy was still incomprehensively difficult to process when the new year was to be entered 

that year. 

Time cuts us apart like a guillotine. And it was traumatizing knowing that I left him behind, 

because time is forcing me to move on. It is like I am leaving him on the other side of time, 

there is a whole dimension separating us. 

Ilse starts crying. I gently place a consoling hand on her knee and ask if we should pause the 

conversation for a while. She shakes her head and says that even if she is distressed, talking 

about her father feels cathartic as he is someone she rarely get to speak of. She tells me, with 

time passing a greater distance is created between them. They exist in different temporalities. 

When he died, Ilse explains, he remained in one time as she was and continues to be forced to 

move into new times every turnover of a new year. Greater the distance, less is her ability to 

impact her father’s decision to not be a part of this world anymore. She explains it like a 

physical distance. Time is moving her further away from the day of the tragic event. “It is no 

longer yesterday”, which means, she says: “with each day passing there is a lesser chance for 

me to change it all.” Apart from the stress of memories fading and feeling anxiety of temporal 
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markers, such as new year’s eve, Ilse tells me that no longer being in the same temporal 

sphere as her father creates some sort of acceptance and an internal feeling of comfort. A 

feeling that there is nothing she can possibly do stop her father’s decision to end his life. 

These feelings emerge due to the distance between them. However, she expresses how 

stressful it is that time continues to move on, sensing that she lost and is still losing plenty of 

her time to live.  

The beginnings and endings of time is therefore not exclusive to new year’s eve according to 

Ilse. She moves on to talking about birthdays. A special event such as her birthday is 

specifically hard on her for that very reason. Birthdays are a definition of how old you are, 

that another year has passed. She says that such a marker of time is leaving her with questions 

about what this new age entails and what is expected of her. When her father died, the world 

kept going and Ilse explains that she never processed the loss. Instead, she occupied herself 

with education and an immense workload to keep the grief and trauma at bay. The majority of 

her twenties, she say, is therefore merely a blur, “I get severely stressed by the feeling of 

missing out on so many good years that I will never get to live, especially since I don’t 

remember anything from my twenties.”  

Leaving the trauma of her father’s death unprocessed, the grief that still resides within her has 

left Ilse with a notion of not knowing who she is. Yet, she is forced to navigate new ages and 

is forced to move forward. She describes it like “a mental prison.”  Ilse tells me that if she can 

attain a certain sense of comfort and ease with who she is, there is a possibility that she could 

utilize time in the best way possible.  

We are the ones who do something with the time we are given, and that is what makes me feel 

hopeful. I have the possibility to change my time so that it becomes more valuable. Because, 

after all, time is an opportunity, and it matters to cherish it. But that is a difficult thing to do. I 

think if not the most difficult thing to do. 

What Ilse experiences is time with its endings and beginnings. A cycle of endings and 

beginnings that generates fear and anxiety of how to navigate within her new temporality. Ilse 

experiences that her past offers no assistance or guidance. She cannot understand her present 

with the help of her past since she is forced to enter new realms of time without being ready to 

do so. As presented previously in the theoretical framework and concepts chapter, the present 

can be defined as a time period of stability, meaning that the present says something about 

how the future will unfold, expectations and the rhythm of experience is unchanged (Rosa 
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2015). Learning processes and experiences therefore lay within the stability of the present and 

allows an individual to understand their present with past experiences (Rosa 2015: 77). The 

death of her father broke the assumed certainty of her future. But in a sense, I would argue, 

created a certainty of endings and beginnings of time. Put differently, Ilse experience a 

contracted present. Meaning, the crisis caused by her father’s death acted as a catalyst for 

social change, and she is therefore experiencing time as moving too quickly, contracting her 

present to the extent that she is now living with the notion that time is running out.  

Now, relating this to Robbins literature I continue on the argument that Ilse’s past in fact does 

tell something about her future. She is now living with an attention towards re-occurring 

endings of time, something that could relate to the millenarianism temporal flow that Robbins 

(2001) presents. The ethnographic example portrays how Ilse in similar way as fundamentalist 

Christians and the Urapmin people lives with an anticipation of an ending. For Ilse, new 

year’s eves and birthdays are such markers of time. In a sense, a countdown towards endings 

of temporal periods of her life and a reoccurring loss of connection with her father. The life of 

Urapmin and fundamentalist Christians is marked by a millenarianism that imposes 

attentiveness to the coming apocalypse, as well as attentiveness on what they refer to as 'the 

things of this ground'. This entails to cultivate and attend to one’s life, even if an ending 

awaits (Robbins 2001). For Ilse, time does not only end, but begins again. After every new 

year’s eve and birthday, a time ends but also begins. In between these events she attempts to 

navigate her life in a temporal sphere she was not ready to enter, but alas she attends to her 

life with the will to live life fully before another time ends and begins again. I argue that this 

is an ongoing interplay between connections and losses. Connections of Ilse to herself, but 

also the attempt to maintain a connection to her father that is lost as time proceeds. Loss and 

connection are continuously interwoven according to Lemos Dekkers (2022) as I will proceed 

to discuss further in this chapter. 

It is discussed among social scientists that the temporal notion of millenarianism is an 

irresolvable contradiction that follows by telling people both to invest in this world, but 

simultaneously expect and ending of this world at any moment (Robbins 2001). Perhaps it is 

not to be perceived as an irresolvable contradiction looking at the empirical material of this 

thesis. As Robbins (2001) says, the social scientific perception of contradiction derives from 

an inability to comprehend the model of time that characterizes everyday millenarianism 

(ibid). According to Robbins this model has not been accorded sufficient attention in the 

anthropologic literature, arguing that millenarianism invites a consideration of the relationship 
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between people's models of time and their experiences (Robbins 2001). Time does not solely 

begin and end, the millenarian stream is always there, and it makes for a continuity between 

everyday life and periods that take on the qualities of millenarian movements (ibid) which are 

the markers of time for Ilse. Through the theoretical lens of millenarianism, one can therefore 

argue that it provides an insight of how people in crisis relate to time and what their notion of 

time is.   

Asta. Asta expresses a fear of causing grief to her loved ones when she parts from this world. 

She is therefore afraid to foster new relationships. She tells me that having the personality of a 

social butterfly, she really want and desires to meet and connect with new people. Albeit, 

she mentions the difficulties of fostering new relationships, because even if she would love to 

engage with new people, she is torn about the sorrow that will be brought upon them. We 

continue the conversation talking about Asta becoming an aunt a while ago. Asta smiles and 

shows me a picture of a baby boy from her phone. She scrolls through several photos while 

she tells me how profound the love is that this baby has brought her. Asta looks up from the 

screen and proceeds telling me that she is struggling to envision the future. “This little baby 

gives me such profound love, I wish he knew it already, but when it comes to him I have a 

hard time looking ahead of time, cause I do not want him to hurt once I am gone”. She 

explains how it all comes down to her own fear of causing grief. I tell her that is it reasonable 

of her to acknowledge that people will grieve the loss of a wonderful person as herself. I tell 

her that there will be broken hearts, but that it all stems from love. Asta reaches for a 

notebook on the windowsill. “I have written about this; would you like to hear it?” The 

notebook in her hand is a diary, she tells me that she writes when she becomes overwhelmed 

with emotions about her situation. Writing then becomes her outlet: “What you just said, I 

wrote about it”. It's exactly what you say, it stems from love.” Asta flips through the pages 

and says: “I thought about it when you said it, of course I will live on, but I want to stay alive, 

with them”. Asta asks me with an enthusiastic voice if I want her to read it for me. My eyes 

are tearing up from hearing what she just said. I nod, and she reads.  

 

I do believe that all humans carry sorrows of different kinds. Even if they are not the same, 

they all have common denominators. It is complicated and will always be an itch that does not 

go away. The more I experience sorrow, the more I understand what it actually is, an essence. 

Ruthless and overwhelming at the same time, it sweeps you off your feet. It is so much more 

than pain. Sorrow changes a person to their core- you can even see it in their eyes. It is 

strenuous being the one to carry all the sorrow, difficult to connect with others who are not 
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struck by it. Difficult to stand still, caught in the hands of a disease without being able to 

change what is going on. Never before have I felt so small and powerless. The sorrow seeps in 

every now and then. Sometimes quiet. Sometimes with panic. Somehow sorrow learns to 

surpass life, it does not go away. Sometimes, I try to remind myself that perhaps sorrow is just 

a form of an extended, heartbreaking declaration of love. Sorrow might be the only thing we 

have left that we don’t want to let go of. 

 

The ambiguity of experiencing loss while at the same time maintaining connections and 

relationships emerges throughout the trajectory of crisis. This is recognized by Lemos Dekker 

among her interlocutors who are losing a relative to dementia (2022) and is also recognized 

among my interlocutors in their efforts to cultivate their lives and connections to themselves 

and others while losing them, as seen in this chapter. Lemos Dekker (2022) portrays how 

people in anticipatory grief attend to what was “still possible” in order to maintain 

connections and relationships while awaiting and anticipating losing a loved one (Lemos 

Dekker 2022: 16). As the ethnographic stories of Asta and Ilse explains, they have 

experienced loss and are facing awaited losses, living their everyday lives with the perception 

that time is limited, making efforts tending to what is still possible. In the literature of 

Robbins, he mentions that pastors regularly reminded people not to abandon their gardens in 

case Jesus did not return as soon as expected (Robbins 2001: 533). With the notion of a 

coming apocalypse, fundamental religious believers tended to their daily chores of planting 

gardens and cultivating a landscape that would bloom until it did no more. I read this as a 

metaphor that can assist in the understanding of how-to live in crisis with the sense of an 

omnipresent promise that time will end. When Asta go out of time, a new time will begin 

without her. A time begun for us who still exist. The seeds planted from new and old 

relationships, will bloom in the garden in memory of her. And with these, Asta will be kept in 

time for as long as she is remembered. Robbins (2001) example of pastors reminding 

believers to tend to their gardens becomes a metaphor in a sense that life is the garden to be 

tended to while awaiting death and anticipating loss. That life is the garden to be watered and 

pruned until it is no longer occupied.  
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    Part Three  

       Concluding discussion 

Time is indeed a complex concept. As I said in the introduction, we speak of time as 

something there is plenty of, or none of at all. We speak of time as something we lost, or 

something we saved. We put trust in it, that time will tell and that our time will come. But we 

also fall at the hands of time, unable to affect its forthgoing. The purpose of this thesis was to 

explore and understand how people in or with experience of crisis relate to time. I aimed to 

understand what notions and experiences of time emerge with the experience of crisis. 

Specifically, I strived to provide not only a nuanced view of the relationship, experience, and 

the perception of time, but also a nuanced view on the everyday lives that are characterized by 

the uncertainty of how situations will unfold, of other anticipated and experienced ruptures 

and losses. I posed the questions asking how people with experience of crisis relate to time 

and what notions and experiences of time emerge with experience of crisis. I asked these with 

the intent to explore time in the intricate layered-ness of personal crisis situations. The point 

of writing about people in or with experience of crisis was, as previously mentioned, a 

possibility to add more nuances to the palette of the anthropological spectrum 

(Panagiotopoulos 2019), to contribute to the little anthropological knowledge there is of the 

human dynamics of crisis (Beck and Knecht 2016) and, also draw attention to and disentangle 

how people with experience of crisis live their lives with an altered awareness of time. As 

shown, I have employed a creative theoretical approach and thus invited an exploration and 

analysis of a phenomena that is complex and entails contradictions. 

In this thesis, I have throughout its chapters presented and discussed these nuances of the 

intricate layered -ness of personal crisis and how time is related to. How it is perceived and 

experienced. I have carried a discussion of what the notion of time previous to crisis and after 

crisis came to be, with different ethnographic stories that all portray perceptions and notions 

of time after crisis ruptured the interlocutors lives. I have discussed their difficulties to 

understand and navigate the present and future because it is profoundly set apart from their 

past. I connection to that, I have discussed the contradictory finding that, in fact, their past 

still offers certainty, that their present and their future entails further losses and endings of 

time. I have shown how experiencing a continuum of crisis over time act as a catalyst for the 

imagined sensation of losing time. Crisis that lingers over a significantly long-time span 

furthermore installs the notion of an expected life trajectory not progressing as it should. My 
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interlocutors witness of feeling a never-ending wait, feeling stucked and suspended in time. 

They witness a wish for new and more time. I have talked about the state of swaying between 

a contracted and an extended present, the dilemma that entailed on the one hand wanting to 

linger in the present in order to preserve their memories, their lives, and connection. But on 

the other hand, by lingering in the present, the crisis is ongoing and causes an immense stress 

that the time to live their lives is lost, and also turned into a test of endurance. I have 

accounted for time ending and beginning. Lastly, I have nuanced how the ambiguity of 

experiencing loss while at the same time maintaining connections and relationships emerges 

throughout the trajectory of crisis for my interlocutors. What I have found, then, and been 

able to anchor theoretically with the chosen theoretical framework, is the layers of personal 

crisis that contains loss, fear, waiting, control, uncertainty, connection, existence, and 

memory. I found that my interlocutors share the same ideas about time, regardless of if the 

loss or anticipated loss involved death or the separation from a romantic relationship.  

With all these layers displayed, I pose the argument that people with experience of crisis 

seemingly relate to, and experience time as navigating a temporal space of one loss to 

another. A temporal space made up of cycles of loss and connection. I anchor this 

argument with the ethnographic stories seen in this thesis. That Asta lost her old life when 

diagnosed with terminal cancer, and she is now awaiting another loss in the future – the 

loss of her own life. Cleo, Angelika, and Ilse all lost their fathers and awaits further losses 

in the future when memories fade and their fathers in a sense, cease to exist again. 

Beatrice, well, Beatrice is still waiting for her lover to return, sensing that she is losing 

time while holding onto a connection. I propose that emerging from the experience of crisis, 

is the notions of being stuck and suspended in time, but equally the notions of time as a 

dynamic flow of endings and beginnings. Their ethnographic stories portray their efforts to 

remain connected to their loved ones, lost and alive, and with themselves and their own lives, 

as well. All in the face of anticipating loss. I want to highlight what I argue to be their notion 

of time as equal to existence. Crisis as I have portrayed in this thesis is an upheaving of the 

temporal rhythm of existing with your loved ones. What my interlocutors display, then, is a 

plead of wanting to exist. Equally a plead that the ones they lost or are about to lose should 

exist with them. Perhaps, with all this said, what it all seemingly comes down to is to exist in 

time with the ones we love. Because, what Asta said about sorrow being a form of an 

extended, heartbreaking declaration of love, that sorrow might the only thing we have left that 

we do not want to let go of - by extending ones present in crisis, then instills the notion of 
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being in a time where they in some way still exist together. Time in crisis, then, might be the 

only thing we have left of someone or ourselves that we do not want to let go of.  

The experience and perception of time is as seen embedded within social contexts 

(Panagiotopoulos 2019). Thus, despite its tragedy and despite that crisis situations cause great 

distress for those affected, it is a social context that offer the unique opportunity to study 

people and provide a fruitful entry into more profound anthropological analyses of peoples 

relationship to time (Salazar 2020; Beck & Knecht 2016). Anthropological workings for 

considering more invisible events that silently but so frequently inhabit our lives, are, as 

mentioned, not only critical for contemporary anthropology but could offer a possibility to 

add more nuances to the palette of the anthropological spectrum (Panagiotopoulos 2019) and 

again, devote knowledge to the existing gap of understanding the human dynamics of crisis 

(Beck and Knecht 2016). I suggest that the various personal crises presented in this thesis are 

scenarios that on their own could pose further research possibilities on how people relate to 

time in crisis, and thus adhere to the urge of anthropologist engaging in the exploration of the 

intricacies arising from different experiential and social considerations of temporality 

(Panagiotopoulos 2019). 
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   Glossary  

English translations of the poems introducing the ethnographic chapters. The initial three 

poems are written by Bodil Malmsten (2015) and the forth poem is an outtake from the lyrics 

of Sara Parkman’s (2022) song “Finnas inte finnas”.  

Poem of chapter I -” How to live according to the time before and after your death, a heart 

that has stopped has no time”. 

Poem of Chapter II – “The empty space of the future, everything that awaits us, that waits for 

us”.   

Poem of Chapter III – “A new time. Ask sister for a new time, beg for a new time.”  

Poem of Chapter IV – “Love, beneath all things. Exist, then disappear. Leave, and to be left”.  
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